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Full Accreditation Review:
The 10 year accreditation model was originally unveiled by the CTAB Board in 2008. This model grants program
accreditations for up to four years, followed by two “Triennial” Reviews. (Known as the 4+3+3 model)
Schools with programs that have reached the end of the 10 year cycle will be asked to provide a comprehensive
Variance Report that may include a site audit – know as the Full Accreditation Review (FR).

Ottawa 2015
This publication and the content herein, are the sole property of the Canadian Technology Accreditation Board, and may
not be reproduced in any way, electronically or otherwise, without the express, written permission of the author.
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Terminology
Educational Agencies in Canada use different terminology and descriptions in their strategic and operational
planning. The following descriptions are offered as guidance to assist in establishing consistency in the
accreditation process.

Assessment Process - one or more processes that identify, collect, use, and prepare data that can
be used to evaluate achievement of outcomes, educational objectives, or program effectiveness.
Educational Objectives – broad statements that describe the career and professional
accomplishments that a student will achieve upon graduation.
Evaluation - one or more processes for interpretation of the data accumulated through assessment
practices that a) determine the extent to which outcomes are being achieved; or b) result in
decisions and actions taken to improve the program.
Indicators of Performance - defines the level and quality of performance necessary to meet the
requirements of the learning outcome as described in the NTB.
Learning Outcome – something sought, or aimed at; a target.
National Technology Benchmarks®– a series of learning outcomes specific to the discipline that
students are expected to achieve by the time of graduation. Also known as the NTB.
Outcome Statements - statements that describe what students are expected to know and be able
to do by the time of graduation. These relate to the skills, knowledge, and behaviors that students
acquire in their matriculation through the program. Educational Agencies seeking national
accreditation must clearly demonstrate achievement of these outcomes.
Program Strength - a positive quality or attribute deemed significant that represents the core area
of a program; an entry-level skill set that an employer would be willing to pay for.
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The National Accreditation Program
The Canadian Technology Accreditation Board (CTAB), established in 1982, is the agency responsible
for accrediting applied science and engineering technology programs in Canada. Accreditation
supports the development of quality education as a foundation for the various technology professions.
The Triennial Review Process is a quality improvement exercise that enables programs to extend
the accreditation cycle from four years to ten. It emphasizes consistency and transparency in the
handling of documentary and observable evidence. Accreditation reviews may generate Findings and
Opportunities for Improvement (OFI), which are intended to:


Promote quality education in Canada



Support the growth and development of educational programs that meet a series of
national benchmarks



Assist with the certification of technology graduates



Inform employers that graduates are job-ready

National accreditation also serves to promote the viability of the profession and the mobility of
technicians and technologists, both nationally and internationally.
Accreditation is expected to be a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the strengths and scope of
the program, and the achievement of program and institutional objectives. The National Technology
Benchmarks® describes the criteria to be addressed. The institution is at liberty to demonstrate how
they achieve compliance. To realize the optimum benefit from the accreditation process, the institution
should involve broad and appropriate input from stakeholders, such as program advisory committees,
alumni, students and employers.
Accountability through accreditation

Academic accreditation from a 3rd party is the main instrument used to ensure the consistent
monitoring of quality and integrity within educational programs.
Accreditation identifies four key elements that assure quality of education:
a. Provides additional attention to the evidence of institutional and program performance
b. Supports and draws attention to evidence of student learning outcomes
c. Provides current information to the public
d. Helps the Federal Government and International Agencies recognize the value and importance
of accredited programs
For an educational agency, an accredited program maintains credibility and visibility. This quality
component provides assurance that the program meets the requirements of the Canadian Council of
Technicians and Technologists (CCTT) and is supported by a continuous review process.
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Philosophy Guiding the National Accreditation Process

The development of the National Accreditation process has been directed by the following philosophy:


the accreditation process is fair, transparent, consistent, and maximizes objectivity and
confidentiality;



students in applied science and engineering technology programs have the right to quality
education in Canada;



national accreditation is an inherent responsibility of an autonomous professional body;



national accreditation includes self-evaluation, peer review, and critical reflection to support
continuous quality improvement; and



that the National Technology Benchmarks® (NTB) and the accreditation process support the
best interests of the health and safety of the Canadian public.

International Agreements
International agreements are the sign of the times in this global economy. They have vast implications for
technology professionals, as well as for educators and accrediting agencies. The premise is to encourage
prosperity by reducing barriers to employment.
Accreditation is regarded as an objective way of determining whether a technology program in one country
meets the standards in another country.
National accreditation means that programs not only meet the CTAB requirements, they are also deemed as
“substantially equivalent” in a number of other countries in accordance with the Sydney and Dublin
Accords for Engineering Technology disciplines.
Graduates from a CTAB accredited program gain a significant advantage in terms of international mobility.
For more information, visit International agreements
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Instructions for Educational Agencies
Submissions are due no later than:
Triennial Review

Full Accreditation Review

New Accreditation

March 1

March 1

May 31

Due dates

Contents
A separate submission is required for each program.

Required Tables
Submissions should follow the format below:
What is required for each type of submission...

Triennial
Review
(a)

Full Accreditation
Review

X

(a)

NEW
Accreditation

X

1.

A Letter of Introduction

2.

Signed Program Information Form

X

X

X

3.

Section A Educational Agency Profile

X

X

X

4.

Section B

Table 1

X

X

X

Table 2

X

X

X

5.

Table 3

X

X

X

6.

Table 4

X

X

Table 5

X

X

7.

Section C – previous CTAB Report

X

X

8.

Student Work (six Tech. Reports/Capstone Projects)

X

X

(b)

X

(a) The letter of introduction is to outline changes to the program since the previous assessment.
(b) A new program seeking accreditation must have a minimum of ONE year of graduates / student work.

Acceptable formats:
 uploaded to a secure College website valid until Dec 31, 2018
 (secure access via user name and password)
If uploading the information to a secure online server is impossible, please submit on USB, send three
copies to:
Canadian Council of Technicians & Technologists
Attn: CTAB Program Coordinator
2197 Riverside Drive. Suite 405
Ottawa ON K1H 7X3
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Information
Documentation is critical to the accreditation process. In general, the submission report should consist
of descriptive summaries and performance evaluation data. Quantitative information should be included
in tables and charts. Critical documentation, such as a student work, and other supporting materials,
must be referenced. These materials must be detailed enough to show that objectives, outcomes,
assessments, and other requirements are being met.
*New Accreditations*: should ensure to include strategic and continuous improvement plans.

Confidentiality
The information provided is for the confidential use of CTAB and will not be disclosed without the prior
written authorization of the institution concerned. This information is used solely by CTAB evaluators,
office staff, and the CTAB Board for the purpose of:
1. Assessing the Educational Agency’s ability to meet the accreditation criteria;
2. Analyzing evidence of compliance, including student work;
3. Conducting an accreditation audit; and
4. Granting the accreditation decision.
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
Include a cover letter that clearly describes any changes made to the program since the last CTAB
accreditation review. Most importantly, report on any outstanding “follow-up” items.

SECTION A - Educational Agency Profile
Provide the following general information about the Educational Agency:

1.

Description of Educational Agency

Provide a summary of any substantial changes in the leadership or direction at the school in the past
three years.

2.

Institutional Support Areas

Provide information about educational support areas that are important to achieving the objectives of the
program. Examples include: library, computing center, graduate placement and co-op offices.

3.

Policy on Recruiting Faculty

Describe the policy for the selection, supervision, and evaluation of faculty (including part-time
instructors).

4.

Admission Requirements

Describe the general criteria and procedures for recruiting and admitting students to this program.

5.

Professional Development Policy

Provide a copy of the Policy on Professional Development for faculty.
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SECTION B – Program-Specific Information
Provide the following detailed information about the program:

1.

Program Description
List the educational objectives that have been established for the program and show how they are
consistent with the mission of the institution (such as: level relevant to technician vs.
technologist).

2.

National Technology Benchmarks®
Describe how the chosen program strengths meets or exceeds the criteria performance indicators
published in the current version of the National Technology Benchmarks® V2014. To download
the NTB, please go to www.ctab.ca.

3.

Assessment and Evaluation
a. Provide a copy of the program’s continuous improvement plan and related documentation.
The content of these documents should include:

4.



The significant constituencies of the program, and



The processes used to establish and review the program objectives and outcomes, to
evaluate assessment data and to decide on the changes necessary for program
improvements.



Provide evidence that continuous improvement is being implemented.

Program Characteristics
a. Submit a Program Map displaying the courses in the order that they are delivered with prerequisites clearly shown.
b. Submit Table 1 - Program Matrix.(see attached completed sample) List all Part 1 General Skills and Part 2 - Discipline-specific Program Outcomes from the applicable National
Technology Benchmarks®. From the list of outcome statements, select and highlight a
minimum of five Program Strengths (plus GC01 Technology Reports for Technologist level
programs) that best represent the program. Highlight the one course that best demonstrates
each of the Program Strengths selected. The table must include all other courses in the
program and how the program complies with the National Technology Benchmarks®.
c. Complete Table 2 - Profile Table (Note: all courses from the curriculum that are not listed
under General Skills or Program Strengths must be listed in the middle column.)
d. Provide all course outlines, and supporting documents (ex: course workplans) for the
program. The format should be consistent between all documents. Documentation is
expected to include information such as:
 Department, number, title of course
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5.

Course description
Prerequisite(s)
Textbook(s) and / or other required material
Course objectives and their relationship to program outcomes
Class laboratory schedule
Marking scheme
Date of latest revision, author

Evidence of Student Work (to be retained by the school)
Collect samples of student work from the last two graduating classes for each of the five
courses that best represent the five program strengths, plus Technology Reports (Capstone
Projects) for Technologist level programs (as identified in Tables 1 and 2). Student work must
be marked, these include projects, tests, lab reports, mid-term and final exams. The samples
must represent a range of student work namely the highest, middle, and lowest passing
grades. In the case of multiple assignments CTAB is looking for a sample (of a sample) to
demonstrate compliance. Such as: an example of lowest passing, mid and highest grades for
the start, mid-point and end of the academic year for a total of nine (9) samples.
Evidence of such student work from the last TWO graduating classes must be retained on-site.
(Electronic files are acceptable).
*IMPORTANT* All assignment rubrics must be included; for group assignments individual
grades for each team member must be provided.

6.

Technology Reports/Capstone projects (to be submitted)
For all technologist level programs: submit three Technology Reports (Capstone Projects)
from 2016 and 2017, for a total of six reports.

7.

CTAB Guide for Technology Reports (For Technologist level only)
The following objectives and criteria are intended to assist technology-level programs to
complete a Technology Report /Capstone Project as defined in Part 1 - General Skills GC01 of
the National Technology Benchmarks ©.
Objectives of a Technology Report







To enhance knowledge that extends beyond the scope of regular studies
To apply planning and time management skills
To use problem solving techniques and formal design criteria
To use industry relevant software (CAD) and/or simulation methods, where appropriate,
to design, develop and test solutions
To assess and/or predict the technical performance and suitability of systems and
components using scientific methods and mathematical calculations
To research and identify sources of technical information
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To develop evaluation criteria and methods, and analyze alternate solutions
To produce a high-quality report in a professional manner
To present to peers and defend project conclusions

Criteria









8.

Report needs to include evidence of both research and application which demonstrates
synthesis of program outcomes
Report will typically be assigned and evaluated by communications and technical faculty
Report should be used to show a prospective employer the level at which a graduate is
capable of working
Main body of the report should be minimum 3000 words
Marking scheme for written report and presentation must be provided
Maximum team size: 4 (provided that students are marked for their own

contribution – each student’s contribution to the overall project must be
clearly indicated)

Reports must be written in the third person for an appropriate audience and must follow a
structured format which includes:
o Title Page
o Tables of Contents, Figures and Tables
o Executive Summary
o Appropriately labeled Figures, Tables and Appendices
o References
o Conclusions

Faculty Qualifications
Complete Table 3 - Faculty Analysis, which summarizes the following information about each
faculty member. List all full-time and part-time staff.










Degrees and diplomas obtained
Related teaching and work experience
Number of years service at this facility, including date of original appointment
Professional registration and/or certification
Active membership in professional and scientific societies
Volunteer work, identify where staff might be an active member
Professional development activities
Demonstrate that each faculty member has the suitable academic background with sufficient
industrial experience, professional practice, and technical currency to support the program.
Demonstrate that a process is in place to assure that effective professional development is
available to all staff, and that it is adequately funded and effective.
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9.

Faculty Workload Summary (Full Accreditation Review – and New accreditations)
Complete Table 4 - Faculty workload Summary, which summarizes general statistics with
regards to the program:





Lab capacity;
Class size;
Teaching assistants;
Lab assistants;

10. Faculty Enrolment Data (Full Accreditation Review – only)
To assist the accreditation team in understanding the attrition rate, complete Table 5 –
Enrolment Data.



Number of students enrolled by year;
Number of diplomas granted per program;

11. Supporting Academic Departments
Provide the names and titles of individuals responsible for supporting academic departments
that deliver any portion of instruction in the program.

12. Industry Input
Provide annual evidence that input from industry is being used to guide the program. Submit Minutes
from the last two Program Advisory Committee meetings and/or well documented evidence of other
forms of industry input and/or consultation. Include a list of current PAC members and their current
affiliations. Please note that CTAB recommends that each PAC meet annually.

SECTION C - Previous CTAB Report
Accredited programs undergoing a Triennial Review or Full Accreditation Review are asked to include a
copy of their previous CTAB Report along with a letter describing actions taken to address any findings
or concerns. The onus is on the Educational Agency to demonstrate compliance to CTAB.
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Sample of site audit agenda
Site visits are required for all New Accreditations and most Full Accreditation Visits. The CTAB office will
inform all programs undergoing a Triennial review or a random audit if they are subject to a site audit. As
per CTAB Policy, programs should not exceed seven years between site visits.
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Sample of Table 1 – Self Assessment Program Matrix
(Double click to open sample below in Adobe)
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